
Choose desired base color (should be the
deepest color) and tint ShimmerStone ™

according to mixing instructions. After
surface has been primed with a tinted
primer-sealer and has fully dried
according to the manufacturer’s directions,
you are ready to begin. Tip: Tint the
primer-sealer to a similar hue as the
Shimmerstone ™ base color, using
ShimmerStone™ Color Concentrates.

Step 1– Base Coat
With a stainless steel trowel apply a
thin, uniform coat of ShimmerStone ™

base color to entire surface using broad
sweeping strokes and firm pressure.
Allow product to completely dry,
approximately 1 hour.

Step 2 –Texture Coat
Transfer some of the base color to a paint
roller tray.  Dampen ShimmerStone ’s™

Natural Sea Sponge Mini Roller and
squeeze out excess water.  Work in
sections. Using the roller, lightly load it
with the base color and randomly roll
product over the surface in all directions,
covering approximately 75% of the
section’s surface. While product is still
wet, use the trowel to “knock-down”
peaks, by gently pulling across the
surface, holding the trowel at a very
low angle (25-30 degrees). The surface
will now have some texture, consisting
of raised and recessed areas. Allow
product to completely dry, approximately
2-3 hours.

Step 3 – Skim Coat
Apply a skim coat of ShimmerStone ™

in a different color or a lighter hue.
The more contrast in color or hue,
the more dramatic the effect. Work in
sections. Load the trowel with product and
using firm pressure, skim over the texture
coat, pulling the trowel tight and towards
you in an arc, approximately 8” in length.
“Feather out” the edge of the section by
rolling the Natural Sea Sponge Mini Roller,
loaded with ShimmerStone ™, into the
edge, so that no hard lines are visible.
This technique will help avoid lap marks,
hard edges or build-up due to double
application of product. Continue process
until entire surface is coated. Around
doorframes and in tight areas, use a small
putty knife to pull and smooth out excess
ShimmerStone ™. Allow product to
completely dry, approximately 1-2 hours.

How to create a
layered stone finish: Color Concentrates Create more than 90 hues of color ranging from ultra-deep to pastel-light.
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Colors may not indicate true color due to printing variances. Use the ShimmerstoneTM Color Deck for actual color matching and mixing instructions.




